SAM MEMBERS’ GROUP SOCIAL RIDE CHARTER
PURPOSE OF THE CHARTER


SAM Members wish to participate in organised group social rides with other SAM Members.



The Membership recognises and agrees that for the safe and effective planning of a group ride, and
the organisation of the ride itself, there needs to be an organisational structure, a group riding
protocol and at least one organiser for any ride.



All organisational aspects along with group riding protocols are contained within this SAM Members
Group Social Rides Charter which is agreed by the SAM Membership and formally adopted by
resolution at an EGM held on 17th November 2021. There is therefore considered to be an
acceptance of this Charter by any SAM Member participating in a SAM Group Member organised
social ride.

RIDE PLANNING AND ORGANISATION
The Membership agrees to appoint a Social Ride Coordinator to arrange and coordinate a core number of
group rides throughout the year to include Morning Breakfast Rides, Evening Chip Rides and Midday
Lunch/Afternoon Tea Rides.
Duties of the Social Ride Coordinator will include venue research and selection, route planning and Ride
Leader coordination as necessary. The Social Ride Coordinator is accountable directly to the Membership
and does not take any direction from the Committee, other than for ensuring that the good reputation of
SAM is upheld.
The Membership agrees to the following arrangements forming the basis of SAM organised group rides:
Routes are to be planned with the aim of providing as much motorcycling enjoyment as possible and also to
provide a variety of road types and traffic conditions where advanced riding skills can be put into practice.
‘Off road’ routes or tracks will not form part of any route.
To cater for all Member preferences, we wish to have rides of varying distances as follows:




short distance - typically less than 100 miles round trip;
medium distance around 150 miles round trip;
long distance – 200 to 300 miles round trip.

In addition to the above, the Membership agrees that any Member may arrange whole day or multi-day
trips, including overseas trips, as a ‘SAM Members Social Trip’ on condition that the trip is open to all SAM
Members and that it is organised on the basis of this Charter.
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The first stop on long rides should be scheduled within an approximate two hour riding time. On full day and
multi-day trips, rest stops and fuel stops should be scheduled at similar suitable intervals by the route
planner.
All core ride routes will be downloadable from the SAM website. Other ride routes may be made available
via the SAM website or by email directly from the ride organiser depending on circumstances.
Core rides will be announced well in advance to Members on the SAM website, by Group Night
announcement and by email flyer, with instruction on how to register if and when registration is necessary.
In winter months the Ride Leader Coordinator will monitor weather conditions and may advise Ride Leaders
not to attend a ride if the conditions are considered to be incompatible with safe motorcycling. Such
decisions will be notified on the SAM website or by email as soon as possible but it is up to individual
Members to make their own decisions as to their own safety in the prevailing conditions.
Members agree that each ride group will be headed by a SAM trained, assessed and authorised Ride Leader
who will wear a SAM Ride Leader hi-viz jacket. (The SAM Committee will oversee all selection and training
aspects of Ride Leaders)
The Ride Leader for each group should confirm the destination and advise of any known features of the
route that could be problematic and what action (if any) he intends to take to avoid or negotiate them. The
Ride Leader may provide any briefing s/he feels appropriate due to weather or traffic conditions on the day,
and may remind riders or draw their attention to the group riding protocol contained within this Charter.
Ride Leaders are not required under this Charter to provide any formal riding instruction or advice. The
primary purpose of Ride Leaders is to navigate the group in a safe manner to the specified destination, and
set a standard of riding commensurate with an IAM Advanced Rider test pass.
As an agreed good practice, the Ride Leader should request that each rider provides a mobile contact
number for themselves and a third party contact number in case of emergency.
The Coordinator should aim for a maximum of six motorcycles in any one group, but seven is acceptable if
circumstances dictate. Groups of eight or more should be split into two groups. Group numbers are inclusive
of a designated Ride Leader.
If more than one group is using the same route then start times should be staggered by at least five minutes
in an attempt to avoid forming large motorcycle convoys on route.
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GROUP RIDING AND NAVIGATION PROTOCOL
The Membership agrees to use the ‘marker’ system for group navigation (also sometimes known as the
Buddy system). It is less complicated than the ‘drop off’ system used by some other motorcycle clubs.
In an attempt to keep riders together within a group, Members agree that all riders should follow and take
route information from the rider in front (even if their own route information is different) and also take
responsibility for passing that same information on to the rider following behind.
If sight of the rider in front is lost, do not deviate from the road you are on until such time as the rider in
front can be seen again indicating a turn. Put your own indicator on as quickly as possible to show that you
have seen his signal and to also inform the rider behind of the turn (providing it is not misleading to other
road users).
On reasonably quiet roads where there is sufficient safe space, and if it is necessary, either slow up or stop
until the rider behind you can see you indicating (marking) the turn.
At busy junctions in built up areas it can be very difficult to safely stop and mark a turning without causing
aggravation or a danger to yourself and other road users. Always consider your own safety and have due
regard for other road users when deciding where to stop to mark a turning.
The need to stop to mark turnings at junctions can be significantly reduced by observing the following group
riding tips:
In busy traffic keep as close to the rider in front as is safe and don’t leave large gaps which will encourage
other vehicles to cut in front of you and cause you to drop further behind. By staggering positions you can
maintain a safe distance from the rider or other vehicle directly in front while still remaining reasonably
close to the rider to your front offside or front nearside as the case may be.
The Ride Leader will take a position on the off-side of the traffic lane and the rest of the group should
stagger nearside and offside in turn behind him.
On the open road staggering also keeps the group closer together which in turn aids timely group passage
through roundabouts and traffic light junctions.
You should take note and be able to recognise the rider in front of you and the rider behind you. If the rider
in front of you is quite away ahead look to see where they are going (scanning observation). At the same
time try to ensure that the rider behind you can see where you are going. Use your indicators to give
information and consider an arm/hand signal if necessary. In queues of traffic consider filtering, if safe to do
so, to catch up and keep in touch with those in front.
You should not overtake another rider within your group during the ride.
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EXPECTATIONS FOR GROUP SOCIAL RIDE PARTICIPATION BY MEMBERS









Your motorcycle is road legal, MOT tested (if applicable), taxed and insured, and capable of reaching
and maintaining the maximum national speed limit.
You comply at all times with the statutory elements of the Highway Code (i.e. the must/must not
parts).
You give due regard at all times to the advisory elements of the Highway Code.
You wear clothing that provides at least basic protection to the whole body (shorts, tee shirts,
sandals and similar are not deemed suitable).
You will endeavour to practice and display advanced riding skills to the IAM advanced test standard
at all times.
You take full responsibility for your own decisions and actions at all times while on the ride. You are
the only person in control of your riding.
You will not intimidate or recklessly endanger other members of the group or other road users by
the manner of your riding.
You will have breakdown insurance or some other means of obtaining assistance in case of a
mechanical break down or puncture.

Note: Nothing within the SAM Members Social Ride Charter is intended to take precedence over any
statutory road traffic requirements or your own decisions with regard to your own safety or the safety of
others.
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